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INTRODUCTION
We recently reported that hypeitheimia is an effective adjunct to radiation in the treatment of chest wall recnrrences of breast carcinoma (1 I) . This result is consistent with that of a recent trial of the effect of hypertherrnia on the response of malignant melanoma (19) and neck node metastases from head and neck cancer (27) . However, other studies have shown no benefit in the addition of hyperthermia to radiation either for the treatment of chest wall recumnces of breast cancer using external heating (22, 23) , or for interstitial heat-372 I. J. Radiation Oncology 0 Biology l Physics Volume 39, Number 2, 1997 Perez et aZ. (22) reported that the negative result of the RTOG trial was influenced by the inability to heat deep tumors. When the analysis was restricted to tumors less than 2.5 cm an improvement witb tbe addition of hyperthermia was detected, although this was not statistically significant. Similarly, Emami et af. (9) reported that very poor heating was achieved in the majority of patients treated with interstitial applicators and that a nonsignificant improvement in complete response rate was detected for tumors less than 4 cm in depth.
The hypothesis that negative results in previous Phase III randomized trials were due to inadequate heating, particularly in large tumors, is supported by Phase II human trial data (2, 7, 17, 25, 29) .
These data indicated that higher minimum temperatures measured during hyperthermia treatments correlated with improved complete response. However, tbermal parameters did not correlate with response in a Phase III trial of hyperthermia and radiation for metastatic lymph nodes from head/neck cancers (28). Data from the ESHO Phase III trial of hyperthermia and radiation for malignant melanoma indicated that measures of the maximum temperatures achieved correlated with response while measures of minimum temperature were not significant in a multivariate analysis (20) . The purpose of this report is to present results of an analysis of thermal parameters and their correlation with clinical outcome in a Phase III randomized trial that had demonstrated a benefit in the addition of hypertbermia to radiation (11).
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Results from four independent randomized trials were pooled. The groups participating were the Dutch Hyperthermia group (trial DHG), the European Society for Hyperthermic Oncology (trial ESHO), the Medical Research Council at the Hammersmitb Hospital, UK (trial MRC), and the Ontario Cancer Institute/Princess Margaret Hospital, Toronto, Canada (trial OWPMH). A total of 317 patients were randomized to either radiation alone or radiation plus hyperthermia for the treatment of superficial localized breast cancer, of which 306 had single measurable lesions. Of these patients, 276 were diagnosed witb chest wall recurrences. The remaining 30 patients who had primary inoperable carcinomas in an intact breast represent a distinct group, but are too few for modeling the hyperthermia parameters. Therefore, for this analysis, only the patients with recurrent tumors (276 patients) were considered). One hundred and fifty-three of these patients were randomized to tbe hyperthermia arm, with 148 receiving hyperthermia treatment. The difference between these two numbers is accounted for by the fact that five of those randomized to radiation plus hyperthermia were not treated at all due to disease progression, one received radiation only, and one patient randomized to radiation alone received hyperthermia treatment. Thermal dosimetry data were collected for 120 of the 148 patients who received hyperthermia. It is the data from this group of 120 patients that were analyzed for this report. Data for the other 28 patients were not available either because it was not collected or because the thermometry equipment malfunctioned. The patients for which thermometry data were not available did not have significantly different outcomes from those for whom data was available (data not shown).
The details of the hyperthermia and radiation treatments have been provided in the previous article (1 1), but in brief, radiation doses for the majority of the breast cancer recurrence patients were in the range 28-32 Gy for those with previous irradiation and up to 74 Gy for patients not previously irradiated. Hyperthermia prescriptions varied from two 30-mm sessions with a target temperature of 42.5"r.Z for the OCI/PMH trial, to as high as eight 60-mm treatments, with a target temperature of 43'C for the DHG and ESHO trials. Thermal dosimetry was achieved with stationary temperature probes for all centers except OCI/ PMH where a thermal mapping technique with two scanning intratumor sensors plus six surface sensors were used. Consequently, the median number of measurement points was 28 for OCI/PMH and from 6 to 10 for the other centers.
Five thermal parameters were calculated from the recorded temperature data, all associated with the low end of the measured temperature distributions. 1) Max(T90): T90 is the 90th percentile (90% of recorded temperatures are above T90) of all temperatures recorded over the treatment duration. Max(T90) is the maximum of these T90 values over a series of treatments to a particular patient. 2) Max(t42min): t42min is the lowest cumulative time above 42'C recorded at any measurement point during a particular treatment session. Max(t42min) is the maximum of these t42min values over a series of treatments to a particular patient. 3) Sum(t42min): t42min is as described above. Sum(t42min) is tbe t42min values summed over a series of treatments for a particular patient. 4) Max(TDmin): TDmin is the lowest thermal dose recorded at any measurement point during a treatment. [TDmin is equivalent to the parameter EQMIN T1&3 introduced by Oleson et aZ. (18) and termed Tti in the analysis by Overgaard et al. (20) ]. Max(TDmin) is the maximum of these TDmin values over a series of treatments for a particular patient and is equivalent to TtitimY in (20). 5) Sum(TDmin): TDmin is as described above. Sum(TDmin) is TDmin values summed over a series of treatments for a particular patient.
Thermal doses (equivalent minutes at 43'C) were calculated according to the formula of Sapareto and Dewey (24): where R = l/2 or T > 43OC, and R = l/4 or T s 43OC.
T(t) is the recorded temperature as a function of time between the start of treatment (time = 0) and the end of Thermoradiotherapy for breast cancer 0 M. SHERAR cf CT/, 373 treatment (time = $). In practice, the integral is calculated as a sum of thermal doses based on individual temperature measurements made at regular intervals during the treatment where the temperature is assumed constant during the interval. The interval between temperature measurements varied between 20 s at MRC to as high as 2 min at OWPMH where a thermal mapping technique was used.
Parameters associated with the low end of the temperature distribution were investigated in this study based on previous studies that have pointed to these as being significantly associated with outcome in this group of patients (15, 26). The particular parameters analyzed here were designed as representative parameters of the best treatment and also of the cumulative effect of a series of treatments in the same patient. Max(t42min) and Max(TDmin) are representative of the quality of the best treatment, whereas Sum(t42min) and Sum(TDmin) are cumulative measures over a series of treatments in a particular patient and so are representative of the quantity of hyperthermia given. The value of 42'C was chosen for the cumulative time above a threshold temperature calculations because it represents the low end of the temperature range through which cytotoxicity is expected to change rapidly. The number of hyperthermia sessions was also tested for a possible association with outcome.
Several clinical parameters were also tested for correlations with patient outcomes as summarized in Table 1 . Tumor depth and area were included based on previous studies indicating the probable importance of tumor size on the success of hyperthermia as an adjunct to radiation therapy in this patient group (11, 23) . Similarly, we reported that previous radiation treatment was a significant clinical parameter in the overall study (11) . Systemic disease at entry was included as an indicator of disease advancement and was an important factor in determining disease-free survival and overall survival in the overall study (11). The effects of individual triaIs were also included in the analysis to control for diffe=nces in outcome between study centers that may not be attributable to treatment factors.
The clinical outcomes considered were: 1) local response: complete response (CR, the disappearance of tumor) was assessed according to WHO criteria of objective response in measurable disease including a second observation at least 4 weeks after the first (31). Further details on the classification of patient response are given in our previous article (11); 2) local disease-free survival (event = no CR, local relapse or death); 3) time to local failure (event = no CR. local relapse). Time to local failure and local disease-free survival differ only in that deaths are censored from the former; and 4) overall survival (event = death).
Associations between thermal and clinical parameters with outcome were analysed using multiple regression models. Logistic regression was used when analyzing local response rate while a proportional hazard model was used for the analysis of local disease-free survival, time to local failure, and overall survival. Dummy variables describing the four study centers were kept in the model at all times to control for the differences between centers. The model was built by first determining the significant clinical parameters using a step-wise selection technique (forward and backward). The thermal parameters were then added to the model using the same technique keeping the study centers and the clinical parameters from the first step in the model regardless of changes to their significance level. The model is, therefore, conservative because greater weight is given to the study centers and the clinical parameters than to the thermal parameters. The steps described were used in building models for both logistic regression (CR vs. no CR) as well as for the Cox proportional hazard (local disease-free survival. time to local failure, and overall survival). Details of the Cox modeling procedures are described by Parmar and Machin (2 I), and those for logistic regression by Collett (3) .
Models were built assuming the continuous parameters such as Max(TDmin) could be both continuously and categorically classified. In the case of continuous parameters, transformations were applied if suggested by a graph of log [probabilty of CR/(1 -probability of CR)] vs. the variable in question. For example, if the graph were nonlinear and a logarithmic transformation of the variable in question resulted in a linear graph, then this transformation was applied to the variable before the model was built. For the analysis of categories, patients were divided into "low" and "high" groups for each of the five thermal parameters. The median value of each parameter was used as the threshold between categories so that approximately equal numbers of patients fell in each group. This position was taken because we assumed no prior knowledge of threshold values for the thermal parameters above which hyperthermia might be effective. 
RESULTS
The measurements of thermal parameters are summarized in Table 2 showing the breakdown by study center. In general, the quality and quantity of hyperthermia was greater at MRC and ESHO than at DHG or OCWPMH. This is presumably related to the median numbers of hypertbermia sessions delivered [3 at MRC, 8 at ESHO, 5 at DHG and 2 at OCI, see Table 5 , ICHG (1 l)] and to the median time of treatment (28 min at OCI/PMH and 60 min at all other centers).
The distributions of the five thermal parameters for all patients are shown graphically in Fig. 1 . The groupings shown were arrived at by splitting the ranges into quartiles by number of patients. Deviations from quartiles were caused by rounding the ranges to integer values. These plots indicate that in general, for all parameters, the proportion of complete responders increased as the value of the thermal parameter increased. For example, for Max(TDmin), the proportion of complete responders is 36% for Max(TDmin) I 1 min rising to 79% for Max(TDmin) > 20 min. min and 43% for Sum(TDmin) 5 10 min. These differences in response rates remain approximately constant with time after treatment such that local disease-free survival and time to local failure curves for "good' ' and "poor" hyperthermia are near parallel. Although several clinical parameters were associated with disease-free survival, systemic disease at entry was the only significant clinical parameter associated with time to local failure. Overall survival at 18 months after treatment is 22% for Sum(TDmin) 56 min and 57% for Sum(TDmin) >6 min (Fig. 4b) . The clinical parameters associated with overall survival were systemic disease, tumor depth and area, and age.
Results of the statistical modeling are given in Table 3 . For the analysis of continuous variables, a plot of log [probability of CR/( 1 -probability of CR)] vs. Max(TDmin) shown in Fig. 2 suggests that a logarithmic transformation of Max(TDmin) is a more suitable continuous variable to analyze (see Fig. 2b ). In a similar way, the other continuous variables were transformed if suggested by equivalent plots and are indicated as such in Table 3 . Initial CR rate is significantly correlated with thermal dose; Max(TDmin) when continuous variables are analyzed (p = 0.009) and Sum(TDmin) when categorical variables are analyzed (p = 0.022). Complete response rate is also significantly correlated with tumor depth for either continuous or categorical classification. It is important to note that tumor depth and Max(TDmin) are independently correlated with response in tbis data set. A scatter plot of tumor depth vs. Max(TDmin) shows that these two variables are very weakly associated with one another (correlation coefficient = 0.15, Fig. 3 ).
The logistic regression model for complete response can be used to generate a dose-response curve for hyperthermia when added to radiation for treatment of breast cancer recurrences. A model was built using the thermal parameters significantly associated with complete response as shown in Fig. 5 . Plots of the probability of CR vs. Max(TDmin) are shown in Fig. 5 for two tumor depth categories (12 cm and >2 cm) based on a model including these two parameters only. The results demonstrate the thermal dose-response relationship for complete response in this set of patients and are in good agreement with the model derived by Oleson et al. (18) for the treatment of superficial adenocarcinoma of the breast.
DISCUSSION
Kaplan Meier curves for local disease free survival and overall survival are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. The significant thermal parameters are shown in each case using a univariate log rank test for Fig. 4a The results presented here demonstrate a strong relationship between thermal parameters representative of the low end of measured temperature distributions and clinical outcomes in combined hyperthermia and radiation treatment of superficial breast cancer recurrences. In particular, either Max(TDmin) or Sum(TDmin) are significantly correlated with initial local CR rate whether continuous or categorical variables are considered. The association of sum of minimum thermal doses with outcome is consistent with data from a nonrandomized trial of hyperthermia in this patient group where the sum of the 90th percentile of the thermal doses was shown to be the significant thermal parameter in multivariate analyses (15). An association between thermal parameters and outcome was also shown in data from a Phase III trial investigating hyperthermia as an adjuvant to radiation in the treatment of malignant melanoma (20). However, a measure of the maximum rather than the minimum thermal dose was significant in that analysis. Av-T,, (the maximum thermal dose mea- The following transformations were applied to the continuous variables as suggested by plots of the form shown in Fig. 2 before modeling took place. 1) Age was treated as a quadratic form with a linear and a quadratic term. The vertex noted in the table refers to the point of lowest hazard. 2) A square root transformation was applied to tumor depth. 3) Logarithmic transformations were applied to Max(TDmin), Sum(TDmin) and tumor area. Systemic disease at entry and larger tumor area and depth were all associated with higher risk of failure. Larger values of the thermal parameters were associated with lower risk of failure. sured in each treatment, averaged over all treatments) was the only parameter that was significantly associated with outcome in a multivariate analysis. The parameter Tmin/anyr equivalent to our Max(TDmin), was not a significant parameter in that analysis although a correlation between T, and Ttii, was demonstrated such that independence of these parameters cannot be assured. Results of local disease-free survival and time to local failure demonstrate that the initial improvement in complete response achieved with "good" hyperthermia treatments is durable. The Kaplan Meier curves for Max(TDmin) >6 min and Max(TDmin) 56 min are parallel for the first 2 years, suggesting that duration of response is equivalent for "good" and "poor" hyperthermia. This agrees with the findings of Dewhirst and Sim (5) , who found no thermal dose relationship with duration of local response in the treatment of a variety of canine and feline spontaneous tumors. However, when the animal data were restricted to squamous cell carcinomas, a relationship between thermal dose and duration of local response was found. Arcangeli et al. (1, 2) have also suggested such a relationship in a nonrandomized trial of hyperthermia as an adjunct to radiation in the treatment of neck node metastases from head and neck cancer. However, we interpret their data to show only an increase in initial response rate and question whether initial complete responders demonstrate any significant difference in kinetics of tumor regrowth or death as a function of thermal dose. Perez et al. (23) detected a nonsignificant difference in duration of response between tumors less than or greater than 3 cm in depth, although whether this was associated with poorer heating in the deeper tumors is unclear.
The response of local recurrences of breast cancer to combined radiation therapy and hyperthermia has been shown in a Phase II trial to be dependent on the radiation dose delivered (26). Consequently, it is likely that doseresponse relationships such as the ones we have calculated (Fig. 5) are also dependent on radiation dose. We did not include this variable in the multivariate analysis because the distribution of radiation therapy doses delivered to patients was such that statistically significant associations would be difficult to detect. Sixty-nine percent of patients received between 28.8 and 32 Gy, while the doses delivered to the remaining 3 1% of patients were evenly spread over the range 16.7 to 74 Gy. Subsequent testing confirmed that radiation dose was not significant as a continuous variable in the multivariate model.
We also investigated whether previous radiation treatment was a significant parameter in the model. This parameter is a surrogate for radiation dose because it determined whether a patient received "palliative" or "radical" radiation doses. This factor also was not significantly associated with outcome. This is probably due to the fact that only 29 of the 120 patients analyzed in this study had no prior irradiation making associations difficult to detect. The difference between this result and the finding that previous radiation therapy was associated with outcome in the overall trial (11) was influenced by the inclusion of patients with tumors in intact breasts (MRC BrI in the overall trial), the majority of whom were given radical radiation doses.
A novel finding from this study is that although the addition of hyperthermia to radiation appears to be associated with no change in overall survival compared to radiation alone, this is not the case if hyperthermia treatments are classified according to the quality of treatment. In our multivariate analysis, Sum(TDmin) was significantly correlated with overall survival, with "poorer" hyperthermia associated with worse overall survival. Further, from Fig. 4 it appears that "poor" hyperthermia added to radiation results in poorer prospects for survival than radiation alone. To our knowledge, no previous study has reported differences in survival depending on quality of hyperthermia when added to radiation. There appears no biological rationale why the quality of local treatment would affect overall survival for disease of this type.
The observed association between quality of hyperthermia and overall survival raises a critical question as to conclusions drawn from all tbe associations between thermal parameters and outcome that we have observed. Is quality of hyperthermia having a direct effect on outcome, or alternatively, is it merely an indicator for a critical clinical characteristic? For example, one might hypothesize that patients who have more advanced disease during treatment are less able to tolerate high temperatures. In this case, "poor" hyperthermia would be associated with poor response but not because of any direct effect of the hyperthermia treatment. Alternatively, the inability to heat effectively may be indicative of increased local tumor vascularity, and this in turn, is associated with more aggressive disease, and hence, poorer prospects of survival (10, 30). Again, there would be no direct effect of hyperthermia quality even though an association with response were detected. However, there is strong evidence in this study to support the hypothesis that quality of hyperthermia does have a direct effect on outcome. First, the multivariate analyses we have performed demonstrate that the thermal parameters are associated with outcome independently from the clinical parameters we have tested for including systemic disease at entry. Second, the associations we have observed were derived from a conservative modelling approach, which gave more weight to the clinical parameters than to thermal parameters yet the thermal parameters remain independently significant.
To investigate this issue further, the patients were divided into two groups, those with and without systemic disease at entry. Systemic disease at entry is an indicator of disease advancement and therefore prospects for an unfavorable outcome. This is demonstrated by the fact that for every outcome studied, systemic disease at entry was a significant parameter. New models were built for these two groups of patients. For those patients with systemic disease at entry we found none of the thermal parameters to be significantly associated with any of the outcomes studied. In addition, these patients were more likely to receive ' 'poor" hyperthermia; only 41% achieved Sum(TDmin) > 10 min, whereas for patients with no systemic disease, 62% achieved Sum(TDmin) > 10 min (p = 0.018). These data indicate that a selection effect is occurring in that the poorer response in patients receiving "poor" hypehernia is partly attributable to the fact that Thermoradiotherapy for breast cancer 0 M. SHERAR et al. 379 a larger fraction of these patients had systemic disease than those receiving "good" hyperthermia. We suggest that the result in Fig. 4 indicating poorer survival when "poor" hyperthermia is added to radiation compared to radiation alone is due to this selection effect and is not a direct result of the hyperthermia.
For patients with no systemic disease at entry, a significant association with hyperthermia quality was observed with the same thermal parameters showing significance as for the analysis of all patients, including overall survival. This indicates that the independent significance of the thermal parameters is robust and is good evidence for the argument that for patients with no systemic disease at entry into the study, good hyperthennia was of direct benefit. However, there remains a possibility that even for this group of patients, hyperthermia quality is a surrogate for some other important prognostic clinical variable that was not measured in the study. For example, concurrent hormonal therapy and initial T-stage were shown to be associated with local control and duration of local control independently of the presence of systemic disease at time of hyperthermia in data from a Phase II trial (14). In our overall trial (1 l), concurrent systemic therapy was not significantly associated with outcome. Subsequent testing in this model also showed this was not an independently significant clinical parameter.
A further unavoidable weakness of the analysis presented here is that data is combined from several centers. Despite the intended adherence to quality assurance guidelines for thermometry, we suggest that the procedure for temperature measurement may not have been uniform at different centers. As reported earlier (1 l), the number of temperature sensors varied over a wide range. In addition, the location and depth of the sensors in tissue was not recorded. A number of studies have indicated that the density and location of sensors affects the measured temperature distribution leading to a concern that these may be confounding factors in our results (6, 8) . In particular, we have chosen the minimum thermal dose (TDmin) as a descriptor of the treatment, which is expected to be more sensitive to the density and location of sensors than, for example, the 50th percentile of thermal doses measured (4) . The minimum was used based on the hypothesis that it is a clinically important measure, despite the fact that it may not be as robust statistically as other measures of the treatment. This issue can be investigated by examining the results from the different centers individually if it is assumed that the density of temperature probes used was reasonably consistent at individual centers. We repeated the analysis using data from the single largest center alone (MRC, 81 patients of the 120 analyzed). The results were consistent with those from the whole data set in that exactly the same thermal parameters were significantly associated with outcome for all the outcomes studied. This confirms the result of our multivariate analysis showing the significance of thermal parameters to be independent of the effect of study center and suggests that the result is robust.
Questions as to the direct role of hyperthermia quality arise due to the nature of a retrospectively analyzed data set. Confirmation of our results must ideally come from prospectively designed randomized hyperthermia dose escalation studies with uniform thermometry standards across all patients. However, these will be very difficult trials to carry out due to the variability in temperature distributions caused by patient and hardware characteristics. Alternatively, retrospective thermal dose studies could be carried out on individual patient groups with very well-defined tumor characteristics (16) .
CONCLUSIONS
This study has demonstrated that thermal parameters, and in particular, thermal dose are associated with complete response when hyperthermia is given as an adjunct to radiation for the treatment of superficial recurrences of breast cancer. This is the first such association observed in data from a Phase III trial investigating whether hyperthermia is beneficial in this patient group. The associations observed are due in part to a selection effect of hyperthermia quality in that patients with systemic disease (and, therefore, poorer prospects for a favorable outcome) were more likely to receive poor hyperthermia. However, in the multivariate models, thermal parameters are associated with response independently of systemic disease, indicating that delivering good hyperthermia is of direct benefit. A subgroup analysis leads to the hypothesis that this direct benefit may be limited to patients with no diagnosis of systemic disease at the time of entry into the study.
